ICE LIFT
The ultimate lifting and hydrating experience. Start with a nourishing cleanse followed by a restorative, retinol-infused, lymphatic facial massage to stimulate circulation while depuffing the skin. Next comes a lifting and tightening CRYO therapy face session to fight the signs of inflammation and sensitivity. After, enjoy a red light LED collagen boosting treatment and a hyaluronic acid mask to achieve the ultimate Sunday Riley glow! Extractions optional.

ICE CLEAR
A purifying and balancing treatment to clear out congested pores and banish blemishes for clearer, smoother skin. A custom blended salicylic and hyaluronic acid treatment mask is followed by (optional) gentle extractions. Next comes a CRYO therapy face session to reduce the look of redness and inflammation. A blue light LED treatment finalizes the facial, to improve breakouts, including cystic acne, and prevent future blemishes. Skin is left clearer, calmer, and instantly radiant.

CEO GLOW
Recharge the radiance of your skin with cutting edge Vitamin C (THD). Targeted to quickly fight the look of dullness, dark spots and discolourations at the source, while diminishing the signs of aging. Start with a brightening cleanse followed by a restorative mask. Next comes a lymphatic facial massage to stimulate circulation while depuffing the skin. A collagen boosting red light LED treatment accelerates cell renewal for the ultimate Sunday Riley glow! Extractions optional.
EXPRESS TREATMENTS
When time does not permit ample time to escape for a full service, try one of our express services in the privacy of the Sunday Riley treatment room. Express treatments are tailored for the city dweller who desires results instantly and on the go.

ICE LIFT EXPRESS
Nourishing cleanse with a custom blended AHA infused cleaning mask with a collagen boosting full-face red-light LED treatment to calm redness or CRYO treatment followed by a custom regimen designed especially for your skin needs. Skin is left bright, hydrated and lifted.

ICE CLEAR EXPRESS
Deep cleanse with a custom blended salicylic acid infused cleansing mask with either a full-face blue-light LED treatment to kill bacteria and promote healthy skin. Or a shot of skin clearing CRYO treatment before applying a custom regimen designed especially for your skin needs. Skin is left clearer, calmer and radiant.

CEO GLOW EXPRESS
Vitamin C (THD) and antioxidant infused cleansing mask will recharge your radiance with a collagen boosting full-face red-light LED treatment accelerating cell renewal. Followed by a custom regimen designed especially for your skin needs. Skin is left glowing, hydrated and firm.

GOOD GENES GLYCOLIC ACID TREATMENT
A multi-tasking tri-wave LED light increases treatment efficacy to reveal rapid results for brighter, even-toned skin. Start with a hydrating cleanse before enjoying a lymphatic facial massage to stimulate circulation while depuffing the skin. Next a tri-wave LED light treatment addresses multiple skin concerns before a lifting and tightening CRYO therapy face session to fight the signs of inflammation and sensitivity, for the unmistakable look of GOOD GENES! Extractions optional.